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True to our promise to keep you up to date on the newest laboratory science and research products, MG Scientific is
introducing several new items to an ever-growing list of products we offer. In this edition you will see unique innovations
designed to add ease and convenience to life at the bench.

NEW2017

Mini Thermal Cycler TC-32
Mini-sized doesn't have to mean
a sacrifice on features and
performance. Benchmark's
TC-32 Mini Thermal Cycler
retains the advanced
programming features: easy to
use software and fast, reliable
cycling of the larger TC-9639
Thermal Cycler, but with a
smaller block, footprint, and
lower price point.
read more

Microtube-6 Homogenizer
The BeadBug 6 utilizes a three
dimensional shaking motion to
disrupt samples. This motion,
when combined with beads of
the appropriate size and
material, causes high velocity
impacts with the sample. This is
an extremely fast and efficient
method for releasing cellular
contents, including nucleic acids
and proteins.
read more

Cryogenic Vials and Storage
Freeze Cryogenic Vials are
designed for storing biological
material at temperatures as low
as -196°C, in the gas phase of
liquid nitrogen. Available with
round bottoms or self-standing
bottoms; internal-thread design
and external-thread cap. Storage
boxes and racks also available.
read more

Laboratory Notebooks
Keep information safe and well
organized with these economical
Laboratory Notebooks. With
grided and lined options, they
can be used for a variety of
applications from recording
research data, experimental
procedures, design, development
of ideas, admissibility as court
evidence, and more.
read more

Folding Carboy Spill Stand
The folding carboy allows under
counter access due to fold away
spill trough. The spill stand is
designed for bench-top use with
a folding feature to allow access
to drawers and other materials
below. Main spill containment
tray has a 2 gallon capacity and
bottom spill trough will hold up
to 1/2 gallon.
read more

Cleaners, Wipers, and Dusters
Ideal for a variety of laboratory
wiping applications requiring
clean, delicate, low-lint, and
heavy-duty performance.
Available in several
ply-strengths, sizes, and
versatility, these wipers are
efficient and come in attractive
usage-control dispenser boxes
with lint-reducing, anti-static
film covers. There are optional
dispensers for easy access.
read more

Agilent Syringes from Hamilton
A large variety of replacement syringes for the most popular gas
chromatography (GC) autosamplers, including the Agilent
Automatic Liquid Sampler (ALS) instrument that our customers
count on. The reliability, performance, and flexibility of these
instruments, and they need syringes expertly manufactured to meet
the exact specifications of these units.
read more

Disposable Sample Scoop
DispoLadle is a sampling scoop
specially designed for disposable
use. The scaled scoop with
embossing can be used for
measuring. It shows contents in
increments of 10mL, up to
200mL. An ergonomic handle
and a spout on both sides for
right or left-hand operation make
handling simple and easy.
read more

Visit us on the web at www.mgscientific.com for a complete listing of new products and manufacturer promotions. Or, contact
MG Scientific customer service at 1-800-343-8338 to discuss your specific needs and allow MG Scientific to assist you with
identifying the best products for your scientific application.
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